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Person Re-Identification
Given a dataset of N persons

𝐷𝑇𝑟 = {𝐼𝑘 , 𝑦𝑘}𝑘=1
𝑁

Where 𝐼𝑘 and 𝑦𝑘 are the person image and ID of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ person in the dataset.

For a given pair of person images 𝐼𝑖 , 𝐼𝑗 , the task of re-identification is to 
compute weather 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑗 or 𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑦𝑗
c1 c2

𝐼𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 𝐼𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗



Categories

oPerson Re-identification.

oCross dataset Person Re-identification.

oUnsupervised Person Re-Identification.

oCross Modalities Person Re-identification.

oCross Resolution Person Re-Identification.



Contributions
oCross Resolution Person Re-Identification. 
oImprove the baseline network with the addition of multiple channels 

correlation modules to learn better representations from degraded data.
oPropose a resolution based feature distillation with feature and resolution 

baselines to match the features of different resolution to perform the cross 
resolution re-id. 
oAdopt a new and more realistic scenario assuming that the gallery images are 

also collected in LR form. Thus, the LR query image is matched with multiple 
resolutions (HR and LR) instead of a single resolution (HR).



Proposed Method
oLearning Mechanism from multiple resolutions degraded data
oMGN based baseline with modifications.
oChannels Correlation (Channel attention modules)
oDifferent placement from the original channel attention networks.

oResolution based features distillation (RFD) mechanism.
oTrain the first baseline with original labels while the second by using resolutions as 

labels.
oPseudo labeling for the dataset with real degradations.
oID and Triplet losses



Proposed Network



Proposed RFD

o Distance matrix calculated as cosine similarity

𝐷𝑟 𝑥, 𝑦 =
𝑓 𝑥 . 𝑓(𝑦)

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑓(𝑦)
o Final Distance matrix is

𝐷 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝐷𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝛼𝐷𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦)

o Pseudo Labeling for resolutions

o Down sampling scales used as labels to 

train.

o We divide these number of pixels into 5 

patches of equal length.



Experiments
Datasets:
◦ MLR-Market
◦ The dataset consists of images from 6 cameras
◦ 12936 images in training set with 751 identities
◦ 19281 images in testing set with 750 identities (3368 queries)

◦ MLR-Duke
◦ The dataset consists of images from 8 cameras
◦ 16522 images in training set with 702 identities
◦ 17661 images in testing set with 702 identities (2228 queries)

◦ CAVIAR
◦ A real multi resolution dataset and is composed of 1220 images of 72 persons taken from 2 

different cameras. We discard 22 identities those appear in one camera and split the dataset into 
two non-overlapping halves.



Results
o Comparisons of the proposed 

method with the state-of-the-
art re-id methods on MLR-
Market dataset. The best and 
second best results are 
highlighted in red and blue
respectively.

o The results on baseline used 
and other proposed baselines 
are shown below the dashed 
line.



Results
o Results and comparisons of the 

proposed method with the 
state-of-the-art re-id methods 
on MLR-Duke dataset. The best 
and second best results are 
highlighted in red and blue
respectively.

o The results on baseline used 
and other proposed baselines 
are shown below the dashed 
line.



Results
o Comparisons of the proposed 

method with the state-of-the-
art re-id methods on the real 
world multi resolution CAVIAR 
dataset. The best and second 
best results are highlighted in 
red and blue respectively.

o The results on baseline used 
and other proposed baselines 
are shown below the dashed 
line.



Visual Results
▪ Visual results extracted by the

proposed method. Query image
with its first ten matches in the
gallery for CAVIAR dataset.

▪ Red dashed line separating the
probe images from the ranked
gallery images.

▪ We did not resize the images to
show multiple resolutions in the
ranking list.



Ablation Study
The effect of proposed pseudo labeling on
CAVIAR dataset. Random splits of the dataset
are shown on horizontal axis with their
performance on vertical axis.



Conclusion
o We proposed a resolution based feature distillation (RFD) approach for cross resolution 
person re-identification.

oWe improved a baseline by means of channels correlation to solve the general low 
resolution person re-id problem.

oWe proposed a resolution based feature distillation technique which filters out the 
resolution dependent features to compute the final distance matrix for matching.

oA pseudo labelling technique for computing the resolution label is also introduced to 
train the RFD.
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